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The paper considers Volterra type integral operators acting in Lz( T), where T IS 
a partially ordered topological space as well as equations and inequalities related to 
them. For the linear operators of this type it is shown that they are quasimlpotent. 
Explicit estimates for the solutions of linear integral inequalities have been 
obtained. Nonlinear equations and inequalities have also been considered. 1 ,9X’ 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies Volterra type integral operators acting on numeric 
functions defined in partially ordered topological spaces with a measure. 
Integral equations and inequalities for such operators have been con- 
sidered. Note that, most probably [ 1 ] is the first contribution to consider 
linear integral equations and inequalities of Volterra type for functions 
defined in metric spaces. 
This paper consists of three parts. 
The first part contains a theorem (the main one in the paper) for 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of a linear integral equation and 
some of its corollaries (linear integral inequalities) employed in the second 
and third parts. 
The second part considers linear integral inequalities and explicit 
estimates for their solutions have been obtained. 
In the third, and last part, nonlinear integral operators are considered. 
Their kernels are assumed to be “majorized” by kernels defining linear 
operators of the kind considered in the first part. Unlike [2] where the 
integral operators are of a more general form, here the conditions imposed 
on the space, are weaker. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
We will consider complex functions defined in the partially ordered set 
T= (T, < ), employing the following notations: 
T, := {y: y E T and y < x)-for the segment of the element x and 
if ytx 
otherwise 
for its characteristic function. 
Concerning the set T, we will assume that the following conditions (C) 
are fulfilled: 
Cl. T is a partially ordered connected topological space with positive 
measure p. 
C2. For every x E T the function x(x, . ) is p-measurable. 
C3. If {xX} is a generalized sequence of elements of T, convergent o 
x, then /1x(x,, .)-x(x, .)[I2 tends to 0. 
(Further and everywhere in the paper 11. lj2 denotes the norm in L,(T), 
the space of all complex p-measurable functions f, defined in T, for which 
IfI 2 is ,u-measurable). 
C4. An element x0 E T exists, such that [1x(x,,, .)l12 = 0. 
DEFINITION 1. The operator 4: L,(T) + L,(T) will be termed as charac- 
teristic provided for x E T, cp E L,(T) and x(x, . ) cp(. ) = 0, x(x, . ) &I(. ) = 0 
holds. 
Remark 1. If 9 is a linear characteristic operator, then for any x E T 
and every function cp E L2( T) the equality x(x, . ) &(x) = x(x, . ) 4cp.J. ) 
holds, where cp ,(. ) := x(x, . ) q(. ). 
Indeed, since 
X(Z> . )(cp(. )- CPA. 1) = CPA I- CPA ) = 0, 
then 
whence, taking into account the fact that the operator 4 is linear, it follows 
that 
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DEFINITION 2. By V denote the integral operator (of Volterra type ) 
defined in L*(T) in the following way: 
(II 
where 
1. The kernel K(x, y) E L2( TX T). 
2. 4 is a bounded linear characteristic operator. 
Remark 2. V is a compact operator acting from I!.,,(T) onto L7( T) since 
it is a composition of the operator 4 with a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, the 
latter being as is well known (see, for example 13, Chap. 15. problem 1351) 
a compact operator from L,(T) onto Lz( T). 
MAIN RESULTS 
Part One 
THEOREM 1. Let the ,function g be ,from L,( T) und ,/Or the .spuce 7’ the 
conditions (C) are ,fuJfilled. Then the integral equution 
o=Tc+ VT (2) 
possesses a unique solution cp E L2( T), and 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following: 
LEMMA 1. The integral equation 
cp=LVcp. (3) 
(Here E. is an arbitrary complex number) posst~s.w~.s the trivial solution onI,\,. 
ProoJ Let the function cp E L,(T) be a solution of the integral Eq. (3). 
By T,, denote the following subset of T: 
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We will show that T, = T whence it follows that cp = 0. Indeed, 
Ii1 2 = I WY Y) X(X> Y) &P(Y) 44Y) 2 44x) = 0 
because, in view of Remark 1, x(x, . ) 4cp(. )= x(x, . ) 4cp .(. ), where cp .(. ) = 
x(x, .I cp(. )= 0. 
Since T is a connected topological space, then in order to establish that 
To = T, it is sufficient o show that To is not empty and that it is closed and 
open at the same time. 
In view of condition C4, an element X~E T exists such that 
Ilx(x,, .)l12=0 whence Ilcp(~)x(.~,~)Il~=O, i.e., x0 E To and therefore To is 
not empty. 
It will be shown that To is a closed set. 
Indeed, let {xX} be a generalized sequence of elements of To, convergent 
to x. But then 
IId’) x(4 .)ll2= 1144’) X(X> .)-cp(.) x(x,, .)I12 
IldY)l12 4(Y) 
T,A T, z 
and since in view of C3 11x(x, .)-x(x,, .)]I2 tends to 0, then 
IIq( .) x(x, .)/I 2 = 0. Hence, x E To, which implies that To is closed. 
Now we will show that T,, is open, too. 
Let Z~E To. According to the condition C3, for every 6 >O a 
neighbourhood U(z,, 6) of z0 exists such that if ZE U(z,, 6) then 
p( Tz\ T,,) < 6. We will show that if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, U(z,, 6) c To. 
Let z E T and consider the function q,(y) := x(z, y) q(y). For the square 
of the norm of the function cp= the following holds: 
llv;ll: = JT x2( z, x)ldx)l 2 44x) 
G /N2JTX(zI XI {J x(x, Y)lNX> Y)l bP(Y)l44Y) 2 44x) 
T 1 
= 2 I4 s{l’ x(z, xl X(X? Y)lW, Y) &fa)l 44Y) 
G Ii;; {;. 
I 
2 44x) 
INX, y) &p(y)1 My) 
J 
* 44x). 
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Since =o~ To, then lIX(~O~ ) cp(. )ll ? = 0, and therefore. 
lIX(‘O> .)&(.)Il,=O as well. But then: 
On the other hand, 
However. in view of Remark I, 
Therefore, 
By assumption IK(x, y)/’ E L( T x T) and since the set of the functions of 
the form ,f(x, y)=C,:, X,(x) Y,,(y) where X,(.) and Y,,(.) are propor- 
tional of characteristic functions of measurable sets with finite measure, is 
dense in L( TX T), then, without loss of generality we can consider that 
IN& Y)12 =z::‘=:, X,(+x) Y,(Y). 
But then 
where 
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Let 6 be a positive number so small that 6 . C. [Al2 . 11411 z < 1. Then if z E 
U(z,, 6), then p(Tz\Tr,)<6 and hence Il(~~ll~66~~~~12~~~~~~~~~~(p~ll~ which 
implies that II(pJ 2 = 0. Therefore, U(z,, 6) c T,, i.e., T, is an open set. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Since V (Remark 2) is a compact operator, then Lemma 1 implies that 
the spectral radius of the operator V’ equals 0, i.e., lim, _ n, 11 VI/ “,1 = 0. 
However, in this case the Cauchy criterion implies that the series 
C,“=, V” is convergent with respect o norm, and hence it is convergent. Its 
sum, as is seen by an immediate verification, is an operator inverse to the 
operator E- V. Therefore, the integral equation (2) which can be written 
otherwise as 
(E- V)cp=g 
possesses a unique solution 
* = f V”g. 
II = 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We will use the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 3. If f nd g are two real functions from L2(T), then 
f d g of(x) d g(x) for almost every x E T. 
DEFINITION 4. The operator W( W: L2( T) + L,(T)) is called monotone 
if Wf< Wg for f < g. 
DEFINITION 5. The operator W( W: L,(T) + L2( T)) will be said to be 
characterisically monotone if, for every x from T and for any two real 
functions f and g from L2( T), for which (f (. ) - g(. )) x(x, . ) < 0, the 
inequality Wf (x) d Wg(x) holds. 
Obviously, if W is a characterisically monotone operator, then W is 
monotone. 
THEOREM 2. Let the ,foNowing assumptions be fulfi:lled: 
1. For the space T conditions (C) hold. 
2. The kernel K(x, y) qf the integral operator V is nonnegative, while 
the operator 4 is monotone. 
3. For some x E T and for two real functions f and g ,from L2( T), the 
inequality 
X(h.)(f(.)-g(.)- Vf(.))GO (X(A.)(f(.)-g(.)- Vf(.))20) (4) 
holds. 
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Then 
id,% )(.f(. 1 - cp(. )I 6 0 (x(-%. Kf‘(’ I-~ d’ )) 3 0) 
where cp i.v the solution oJ‘ the integrul equation (2). 
Proof: We will first show that the operator V is characteristically 
monotone. Indeed, if h E L,( T), ZE T and h,(. ) := ~(2, ) h( . ) < 0, then in 
view of Remark 1, x(z, ) Qlh( ) = x(z, ) dh=(. ) and since h,( . ) < 0, and 4 is 
monotone, then x(z, .) cjh( .) ~0. On the other hand. I%(:) = $, K(r. J’) 
X(G .v) dh(>l) &(.Y) and since K(x, ~1) 30, then V/I(Z) G 0. 
NOW we will show that inequality (4) implies that 
Indeed, if I < x, then (4) yields that ~(2, )(,f’( ) - K(. ) - r;f’(. )) < 0. But 
then, since V is characteristically monotone, V/‘(z) - C’\q(:) - V’f’(z) < 0. 
Therefore, X(-r. )( Vf(. ) - Vg(. ) - C’ff(. )) < 0. Quite analogously, by 
induction, it is obtained that for every n = 0, I, 2,... the inequality ;c(.Y, ) 
( rf’( . ) -- PR(. ) -- v” + yf‘(. )) < 0 holds. Summing by II = 0, I, 2,..., and 
taking into account that Vf’+,, ~j ,. 0 and that cp = C,: ,, C”‘K is a solution 
of the integral equation (2) (Theorem I ). it ia obtained that 
x(.u, . )(.f’( ) - qt. 1) d 0. 
The inverse inequality is proved analogously. 
THEOREM 3. If; under the conditions c?f Thcwxwr 2, the inequulitj, 
f‘-- g ~ I<f’,< 0 holdx (or ,f’- g - vf 2 0), thm 
Proof. The inequality f’- g - yf’< 0 implies that I(.\‘, 1 
(,f’( ) - ,q( ) - Vf( )) d 0 for every .Y E T. 
However then, in view of Theorem 2, X(-Y. .)(,f’( ) - (p(. )) 6 0 for any Y 
from T and since the operator V is characteristically monotone. then this 
implies that vf< Vcp. Hence 
The inverse inequality is proved analogously. 
COROLLARY 1. [fin the conditions of’ Thtwrwl 2 ( Thrortw 3) g = 0, then 
it is ohtuined thut the inequality .f’- yf 6 0 (x( .Y, )( f’( ) - l’f’( .)) 6 0. re.vpc’- 
tizv!)‘) implies thr inequaiitjs f‘< 0 (~(s, ) f( ) < 0. rP,sprt.tiz~r/~,). Then. .sinc,cJ 
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V is a linear operator, then the inequality f - Vf 6 h - Vh (h is a real 
function from L,(T)) implies that f < h. 
Application 1. Let T= [t,, t ,) (here t, may be cc as well). Consider in 
T the usual topology (with respect to which T is connected) and the 
Lebesgue measure denoted by /A. Let for any XE T, T., := [to, t(x)], where 
t( .) is such a continuous function defined in T that for every x E T the 
inequalities t(to) < t(x) < x hold. By V denote the operator defined in L2( T) 
in the following way: 
Vf(x) :=J’(.Y)K(x> y)f,(dy)) 44Y) 
10 
where: the kernel KE L,( T x T), cp is an invertible real function with con- 
tinuous derivative for which q(x) < x, while f I (t) = f (t) if t, < t and f-, = 0 if 
t< t,. 
It is not difficult to verify that all assumptions under which Theorem 1 
was proved, are satisfied. Hence, the integro-functional equations 
h(x) = g(x) + J”‘.“ K(x, Y) h,(cp(~)) &L(Y) 
kl 
=g(x) + Vh(x) (g+LAT)) 
possesses a solution and it is unique. In view of Theorem 2, if the kernel K 
is nonnegative and under the assumption that f(y) <g(y) + Vf(y) for 
almost any y E [t,, t], it follows that f( y) < h(y) for almost any y E [t,, t] 
(here h =g + Vh). In view of Corollary 1, if for two functions f,, fsE L,(T) 
the inequality fi- Vfi<f, - Vf, holds, then L.< f,. 
Part Two 
Now consider in detail the case when the operator @ is the identity. 
Then 
Vf(x) = s,, K(x> y)f(y) MY) 
and in view of Theorem 1 the integral equation 
cp(x) =g(x) + jT> K(x, Y) cp( Y )44 Y) (5) 
(here g denotes an arbitrary real function from L2( T)) possesses a unique 
solution cp E L,(T). We will try to obtain some explicit estimates for this 
solution which, in view of Corollary 1, will hold for the solutions f of the 
corresponding integral inequality 
f<g+ vf: (6) 
Similar estimates, when functions defined in R or R” are considered, are 
usually obtained with the help of differentiation. Here this technique seems 
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inapplicable and we will employ Theorem 1 which implies that the solution 
cp of (5) is actually the sum of the Neumann series C;;=,, Pg. The idea is to 
compare the terms of this series with the ones of an exponential series. 
whence the demanded estimate is implied. 
THEOREM 4. We will assume that 1. For the space T conditions (C) hold, 
and, -for the ordering in T, beside being transitive, it is assumed thut it 
satisfies the requirement !f .Y -C y and y -C .Y, then .Y = !‘. 
2. The diagonal D := ( (x, x): .Y E T) of’ the spuce (T’, C’, pz) := 
(T. Z, p) x (T, C, p) is a p,-null set. 
3. The kernel K(s, 4’) of’ the integral operutor V is u nonnegutizv 
function ,from L?(T’), which, ,for a ,fixed y ,fi~nn T i.c (I non-r~eec.recr.ring 
,function of .Y. 
4. g(s) is u non-decreasing, nonnegutive ,fimction .frorn L,( T). 
Then, ,fbr the solution cp of‘ the integral equation (5) the estimate 
ho1d.y. 
Prooj: In view of Theorem 1, the integral equation (5) possesses a uni- 
que solution 50 = C;=, V’g. On the other hand, 
exp K(x, y) dp(,v)) =exp (V( 1 )(x)) = i ( v(‘~~~~““‘. 
II = 0 
Hence, in order to obtain the estimate (7) it is sufficient to prove that the 
inequality 
n! V’g<g.(V(l))” (8) 
holds for every natural n = 1, 2, 3,.... (For n = 0, we obviously have an 
equality) 
4 KO,,, I 3 .1’,, 1 ‘cl?.,, 140,, ) 
=j x(x,Y,,)x(Y,,,.v”~)...x(Y~, ,,?‘,,,)K(.~,?,,,)K(L’,,,~‘,~) 
I” 
K(Y,~ , , Y,,) d.v,n) dl-ch), 
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where cx is an arbitrary element from the aggregate Z7 of all permutations of 
{ 1, L., n}. But then the monotonicity of g and K implies that 
. . . K(x, Y,) 44~). 
Since the number of all permutations of { 1,2,..., a} is n!, then 
fi! f”W) <g(x) i( aFTI ~3x9 Y,,) x(Y,,, yq)...x(ygn-,> Y,.,> K(x, ~2) 
. . K(x, Y,) 44~ ). (9) 
Now we will show that the inequality 
YX,)GX(X? Y,)X(Xl,r2)...X(X,Yn) (10) 
holds almost everywhere in 7”‘. 
Indeed, let x, y,, y, ,..., yn be elements of T. In view of condition 2 
without loss of generality, we may consider that taken two-by-two they are 
different. However, if the left-hand side of (10) is different from zero, then 
for some permutation c1 E II 
.YsL”<Ylnm, < ... <Y,, <x (11) 
will be fulfilled. Since x, y,, y, ,..., y, are different from one another, then 
there will not be another similar permutation and hence 
Moreover, (11) yields that in this case the right-hand side of (10) also 
assumes the value one. 
This in fact proves that inequality (10) holds almost everywhere in T”. 
Then inequalities (9) and (10) imply that 
n! ~“dx)dg(x) j x(x, Y,) x(x> ~2) W, Y~)...x(x, in) K(.u, y,,) h,(y) 
F 
=g(x) 1,K(x,z)~c(z~)‘=g(x)(~(1)(x))“, ( , 
i.e., inequality (8) is fulfilled for every natural number n. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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COROLLARY 2. If under the conditions of Theorem 4 for some ,func’tion 
,f‘~ L,( T) inequality (6) holds, then the estimate 
holds ,fiw it since, in view of Theorem 3, .f< cp. 
Theorem 4 was proved under the assumption that the measure of the 
diagonal of the space TX T is zero. A sufficient condition for this 
assumption to be satisfied is supplied by the following 
bMMA 2. Let T = (T, C, p) be a space of’ nonnegatice measure. lf’.fbr 
any positive c a sequence { U ,,,,, j exists, consisting of’sets that are measurahlt~ 
w.ith respect to p and such that 
T= i, U,,,, and I*( U, .,, ) < 1. 
,I= I 
,for ever?- n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... then the diagonal D = I (.Y, s): .Y E 7‘; of’ the spaw 
TX T = ( T, Z, p) x (T, .Z, p) is of zero measure. 
Proof: Since T can be represented as a denumerable sum of sets having 
a finite measure, then T is a space with a-finite measure. First consider the 
case when p(T) < 8~. Let c be an arbitrary positive number and 
T= U,:= , CT,:,,,. and U, .,,, E C and p( U/, ,,,,) <E for every natural number 11. 
Without loss of generality we can consider that (:8,,, n t.,,,,, = @ when n # n/ 
because otherwise we could have set 
w, , := u,,,; w,,, := u,,z~~!~ Cl,,,; w,,, := 11, I\,( u, , u i:,,2) .. 
Consider the set E,: := U,;=, (CT,,,, x U,,,,). Obviously E, is a measurable 
set with respect to the measure of the product ii, = p x p and D c E,. By E, 
denote the following subset of T: E,. := {X: (x. r) E E, I. As is known (see, 
for instance, [4, 111.11.73) p2( E,) = jr ,u( E, ) dp( y) < FF( 7’) since ,u(E, ) < i: 
for every ~1 E T because U, ,,,, n U, .,,,, =a when n#m and p(U,,,)<r: for any 
n. Whence, taking into account that pL( T) < cl, and >: is arbitrary. it follows 
that p(D) = 0. 
Now consider the case when the measure of T 1s not finite Since D = 
U,f=. , D,.,, where D,:,,, := {(x, x): .Y E U,:,,}, and besides /1( U ,.,,,) < Y. for any 
n. then p( D,.,,,) = 0, whence it follows that p(D) = 0 also. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
In Theorem 4 the function g from the integral equation (5 ) was assumed 
to be nonnegative and non-decreasing. The next theorem supplies an 
estimate for the solution of (5) without these assumptions. 
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THEOREM 5. Let conditions 1, 2, and 3 from Theorem 4 hold. Then, ifg is 
an arbitrary function from L2(T), then for the solution cp of the integral 
equation (5) the estimate 




holds. It implies immediately the weaker but simpler estimate: 
I@)1 d IgWl + jT, Id?4 fG, Y) 44.d-w jT, f% Y) 44~) (13) 
Proof: For the solution cp of the integral equation (5) we have Irp(x)l = 
k(x) + jr, MT Y) 4~) 44y)l, whence 
I&N d Idx)l + jT~ W> Y)IcP(Y)I dAyI (14) 
Since K(x, y ) 2 0, then 
j K(x, Y)Iv(Y)I 44y) 6 j Nx, y)ldy)l44y) 
T, 7, 
+ s,, K(x, Y) jT, NY, z)ldz)l 44z) 44y) 
( 1 
(15) 
Obviously, g,(x) :=jT, K(x, y)lg(y)l dp(y) is a nonnegative and non- 
decreasing function. However, then the estimate (13) is implied by 
Corollary 1 and by inequalities (15) and (14). 
Estimate (12) which is more precise, is obtained by means of calculations 
analogous to those carried out in the proof of Theorem 4. So, if by ‘pl we 
denote the solution of the integral equation 
then Theorem 1 implies that ‘pi = C,“=, v”g, . Inequality (15) and 
Theorem 2 yield that 
s 
K(x, y)ldy)ldAy) d cp,(x) = f vlg,(x). 
T, ?I=0 
(16) 
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However, 
where c( denotes any element of the aggregate /7 of all permutations of 
{ 1, 2,..., u}. Since K(x, .v) for a fixed JJ is a non-decreasing function of X. 
then 
On the other hand, since almost everywhere in T” the inequality 




cpA.4 = f N%,(x) G jT, Is( KG6 y). exp (J T \T, WY 2) 44) &(Y). II=0 T , ) 
The above expression and inequalities (16) and (14) imply the 
estimate ( 12). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 3. If, under the conditions of Theorem 5, for some real 
function f from L2( T), inequality (6) holds, then the estimate 
f(x)< Ill +jTr Idyll K(x,.v).exp (1 K(x, 2) d/G) MyI 
T,\ T, ) 
holds for it. 
Remark 3. If the ordering in T is linear then there will be an equality in 
( 17). Then, if by T we denote the real interval [a, B) (here B may be cc as 
well) having the usual ordering and topology, and if p denotes the 
Lebesgue measure, then conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 5 are obviously 
fulfilled. Let K(x, y) = K(y) be a nonnegative function from L2( T). In this 
case for every solution f of the integral inequality (6) it is possible to give 
the more precise estimate 
f(x) 6gW + I‘ K(y) g(y) exp 
a 
jx K(z) 444 
Y > 
44.4 (18) 
which is implied by the fact that in this case (17) is an equality and hence 




v” .’ K(y) g(y) 40) = cp(xL 
II 0 u > 
which, in view of Theorem 1, is a solution of the equation 
v(x) = jx K(y) g(y) My) + j-’ K(y) v(y) 4(y). (I a 
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However, inequality (6) since K(y) > 0, implies that 
whence, in view of Theorem 3, 
c y K(Y)f(Y) d/J(Y) G d-x). <I 
The above expression and inequality (6) imply the estimate (18) which in 
fact is the well-known BellmanGronwall inequality (see, for example. 
C5, P. 381). 
Part Three 
We have so far considered only linear integral operators. In the next 
theorem we will speak about nonlinear integral operators whose kernels 
are “majorized” by a kernel generating a linear integral operator. 
THEOREM 6. Let 
I. Conditions (C) hold far the space T. 
2. Let the kernel K, (x, y, z) of the integral operator V, , 
V,h(x) :=I,, K,(x, .I’, h(y)) dp(v), 
he a real ,function defined in T x T x R satisjj~ing the .fbllolcing conditions; 
2.1. For every two fixed elements x and y .from T, K,(.u, y, z) is a 
monotone increasing and continuous function af r. 
2.2. lK,(x, y, z)l < K(x, y)l$ for every’ tti’o elements I andy,from 7 
and,for any real 2, K(x, y) being a real,function ,from Lz( T x T). 
2.3. For every function he L2( T) and jar any x E 7‘ the ,function 
T(y) := K,(x, y, h(y)) is p-measurable. 
3. Taco real ,functions,f, g e.uist from L,(T), for izthich the inequality~ 
fGg+ V,.f (f 3&T+ V,.f’) (19) 
holds. 
Then the integral equation 
(20) 
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possesses a solution cp E L2( T) satisfying the inequality 
Proof: Assume that the inequality f < g + V, f holds. 
Conditions 2.2 and 2.3 imply that 
V, : L2( T) -+ L2( T). 
This allows us to consider the sequence {f,} of real functions from L2( T) 
defined in the following way: 
fo :=f 
f n + 1 :=g+ V,f,. 
We will show that for every x E T the sequence of real numbers {f,(x)} 
is convergent and if q(x) := lim,,, (fn(x)}, then cp E L,(T) satisfies 
Eq. (20) and inequality (7). First we will show that the sequence { fn(x)} is 
monotonely increasing. Indeed, for n =O, inequality (4) yields that fad f,. 
If we assume that for some natural number K the inequality fk < fk+ , 
holds, then condition 2.1 implies that V,fk < V,fk + , . But then 
Now we will show that the sequence {f,(x)} is bounded. For this pur- 
pose consider the sequence {h,} defined in the following way: 
ho := If I 
h n+,=lgl+W,, 
where Vh(x) := ST, K(x, y) 1z( y) tip(y) (i.e., V is obtained by substituting 4 
by E the identical operator in L,(T) in (1)). 
We will show that If,l<h,. Indeed, lfol=Ifl=ho. 
If we assume that 1 fkl < hk, then 
Ifk, ,(x)l = k(x) + V,fk(X)l d I&)l + I Vlfk(X)I 
= Idx)i + jT, Kdx, Y, fk(Y)) 44Y)i 
d Ic&)l + I,. IK,(x, Y, fk(y)I 44~) 
G I&)l + 1 Nx> Y)I fAv)l MY) 
TX 
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= Ig(x)l + Vh,(x) =h, + ,(x1. 
Thus we proved that If,,/ d h,,. On the other hand, the proof of 
Theorem 1 yields that lim,, _ x h,(x) exists (lim,,, Ir h, = C;-.zo km/g1 ). But 
then (h,(x)), and hence {fn(x)} IS a so a bounded sequence and since we 1 
have already proved that {fn(x)} . IS monotonely increasing, then it is con- 
vergent. By q(x) denote the limit of { .f,,(x) 1, i.e., 
+9(x) = lim ,f;,(.~). 
,I- I 
Obviously, f, d cp < lim,,, h, = C,“=o V”/gl. 
However, Theorem 1 implies that (C,:=. L”‘I~:I)E L,( T) and in view of 
the theorem of Levi, cp E L2( T). 
Analogously, since for a fixed x from T, the sequence of functions 
$,,(y) := K,(x, y,,f,(y)) is monotonely increasing (in view of 2.1) and 
lim,., , IC/,,(r)= K,(x, y, q(y)) (in view of 2.1) and since $,,(.I.) 6 
K,(x, y, (p(y)) (in view of 2.1), and besides, K,(x, j’, cp(~*)) E Lz( T) (in view 
of 2.3) then’again in view of the Levi theorem, it follows that 
and therefore, the equality 
.f;, + I = g + vl.f;, 
yields that 
i.e. cp is a solution of the integral equation (20). It remains to prove that 4” 
satisfies the inequality f < cp. But this follows from the fact that ,f,, < cp for 
every n, and from the fact that f = fo. 
Now consider the case when K,(x, J’, z) for fixed x and y from T is a 
monotonely increasing function of z, and the inequality f 3 g + V,.f holds. 
In this case 
-f(x)< -g(x)+Jr- K,(x-,.V,fl?~)) 44.Y). 
If Kz(.Y Y, z) = -K,(x, .Y, -z), then obviously KJx, J, 2) for fixed I and J‘ 
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from T is a monotonely increasing and continuous function of z and 
lKz(x, y, z)l <K(x, y)lzl. Then, as was already proved, there exists a 
solution cp E L2( T) of the equation 
Ii/(x) = -g(x) + JT, K,(x, Y3 KY)) 44Yh 
such that -f< cp. Therefore, 
f(x) 2 -44x) = g(x) + .F,. -K*h Y> cpb)) 44Y) 
= ‘T(x) + IT, K,(-% Y, -dY)) 44Y), 
i.e., cp I = --cp is a solution of Eq. (20), such that f z ‘pl. 
Thus, Theorem 6 is proved. 
Remark 4. While proving Theorem 6 it was actually proved that if for 
two real functions f and g from L2( T) the inequality (19) holds, then 
If Gh (21) 
where h is the unique (Theorem 1) solution of the equation 
$(x) = Ig(x)l + jT, ax, Y) KY) MY) 
= I&)l + W(x) 
DEFINITION 6. The solution cp(cp E L,(T)) of the integral equation (20) 
is called maximal, if for every real solution II/($ E&(T)) of (20), the 
inequality t+b < cp is fulfilled. Analogously, ~(cp E &(T)) is a minimal 
solution provided cp < t,b for any solution r,b E L,(T) of the integral 
equation (20). 
THEOREM 7. If the conditions of Theorem 6 are fulfi:lled then the integral 
equation (20) possesses a maximal solution. 
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Proof By Y denote the class of all real solutions of Eq. (20) from 
L,(T). (Theorem 6 implies that Y # 0.) According to Remark 4, the 
inequality \$I < IhI holds for every element of Y. But then the function 
s(x) :=sup+L.:/ {ti(x)> is from L,(T) (see for example [4, IV 8.221). We 
will show that the function s( .) satisfies the inequality (19). Indeed, let 
XE T and E be an arbitrary positive number. Then there exists an element 
$E.Y, such that s(x)<$(x)+E. Since $(x)=g(x)+ V,$(x)<g(x)+ 
V, s(x) then s(x) <g(x) + V, s(x) + E. Hence the inequality s 6 g + V, s holds 
and according to Theorem 6 the integral equation (20) possesses a solution 
cp E L2( T) satisfying the inequality s < cp. 
Thus, Theorem 7 is proved. 
COROLLARY 4. If the conditions of Theorem 6 are ,fulfilled then the 
integral equation (20) possesses a minimal solution. 
Indeed, then the kernel K,(x, y, 2) := -K,(x, 11, -z) is a monotonely. 
increasing,function of z and hence the integral equation 
t+b= -g+l,, K,(x, : $(y))dA.v) 
possesses a maximal solution cp. However, then 
is a minimal solution of Eq. (20). 
A sufficient condition for uniqueness of the solution of the integral 
equation (20) is supplied by the following: 
THEOREM 8. Let the conditions of Theorem 6 he fulfilled. Then, [f,for the 
kernel K, (x, y, z) for x, y E T and - ‘I, 22 E R the inequality1 
IK,k Y, =,)- K,(x, y, zz)I d K(x, y)lz, --21 (K(x, y)~ LJTx T)), 
holds, then the integral equation (20) possesses a unique solution cp E Lz( T) 
which is real. 
Proof: (The fact that Eq. (20) possesses a real solution from Lz( T) is 
implied by Theorem 6.) 
Let the functions q and $ E Lz( T) be two solutions of the integral 
equation (20). Then 
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lrpb) - Iclb)l = .r,, (K,(X? Y, cp(Y)) - K,(x, Y, Icl(Y))) 44Y) 
d s KK,(4 Y, V(Y) - Kl(% YY bvY))I 4(Y)T, 
G I mx> Y)l V(Y) - $(Y)l 4(Y). T, 
Then, if f:= Iq-$I, and Vh(x) := iT,K(x, v) h(y) &(y, then f 6 Vf 
and in view of Corollary 1, f < 0, and hence rp = I,+. 
COROLLARY 5. If under the conditions of Theorem 8, for two real 
functions f,, f, E L,(T) the inequality fj - V, f, <fs - VJ, holds, then fi < f,. 
Indeed, tfg := f. - V,f., then, in view of Theorem 8 and Theorem 6 for the 
unique solution cp of the integral equation (20) the inequalities f, d cp and 
cp 6 f, are fulfilled. 
Application 2. Here, as in Application 1, we have considered Volterra 
type integral operators defined in the space L,(T), where T= [to, t,) (tl 
may be cc as well), however, now the operators are nonlinear. The space T 
is considered with respect to the usual topology, and p denotes the 
Lebesgue measure. Let, as before, T., := [to, t(x)], where t( .) is a con- 
tinuous real function defined in T, such that for every x E T the inequalities 
t, < t(x) 6 x hold. It will be assumed that K( ., . ) is a nonnegative function 
from L2( T x T) and that h( . ) is a continuous real function defined in IR. By 
V, denote the integral operator defined in L,(T) in the following way: 
v, f (x) := J”“’ W, Y) h(f(y)) 44y). 
10 
LEMMA 3. Let h be a Lipschitzian, monotone increasing real function 
defined in R. Then, if for two real functions f, g E L2( T) the inequality 
fGs+ V,f (f 3g+ Vlf) 
holds, then the integral equation 
$=s+ VllcI 
possesses a unique solution cp E L2( T). The inequality 
f<cp (f>cp) 
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Proof Obviously, for the space T conditions (C) hold. Let h,(x) := 
h(x) - h(O), 
g,(x) :=g(x) + J”‘-“ K(x, y) L@(Y) and K,(x, y, 2) := K(.x, y) h,,(z). 
f,, 
It is not difficult to verify that for the kernel K,(x, y, z) the conditions 2. 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 of Theorem 6 are fulfilled. Inequality (22) implies that 
(i.e., condition 3 of Theorem 6 for the functions ,f‘ and g , ) holds and hence 
the equation 
possesses a solution cp E L2( T) for which inequality (24) holds. 
On the other hand, since for the kernel K,(x, y, 2) the inequality 
lK,(x, I?, ‘,I- K(x, Y, zz)I = K(x, yM,(z, I- M=,)l < N,y, J-N=, - -21 
holds. (Here I denotes a constant such that for every two real 2, and z2 the 
inequality lh(z,)--h(z,)l <llz, -z21 holds.) But then, in view of 
Theorem 8, the integral equation (23) possesses a unique solution. 
Introduce some notations that will be used further in the theorems that 
follow. By Tr denote the finite subinterval [to, r) of T = [to, a). If ,f is a 
function defined in T, then by fr denote the restriction of ,f’ on the 
interval Tr. 
THEOREM 9. Let the following conditions be fulfiilled: 
1. h is a monotone increasing real function defmed in R which is 
Lipschitzian in every finite interval. 
2. g is a real function defined in T = [to, a)), for which two real 
functions f, and f, exist, defined in T, whose restrictions g,., fir and f,r on 
every finite subinterval Tr = [to, I) of T belong to L,(T”), andf;, and f,, 
are bounded and satisfy the inequalities: 
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Then: 
1. A unique real function cp exists defined in T whose restriction qr 
on every finite interval Tf is bounded, it belongs to L:,( Tr) and is a solution 
of the integral equation + = g, + V, II/. 
2. The inequalities fi< cp <f, hold. 
Proof: Let us associate the function 
1 
h(-n) if x< -n 
h,(x) = h(x) if -ndx<n 
h(n) if nQx 
to every natural number n. 
Then, if Tr = [t,, r) is an arbitrary finite subinterval of T, then since fir 
and fSr are bounded, for all sufficiently large n, h,(&(. )) = h(fi,(. )) and 
h,( f,J. )) = h( f,,-( . )). Whence it follows that for such n the inequalities 
K(x, Y) h,(fir(Y)) dp(y) G gr(x) 
6 fir(x) - s:“’ K(x, Y) MMY)) 40) 
hold, and hence, in view of Lemma 3, the integral equation 
@(xl = g,(x) + I’(-‘) Kb, Y) h,(vQ)) My) 
to 
possesses a unique solution qnr E L2(Tr) for which the inequalities 
hfi, < (P,,~ dfSl- hold. This and the fact that h is a monotone function imply 
that h,(cp,,(. )) = h(cp,,(. )) for all suffkiently large n. However, in this case, 
in view of Lemma 3, for all sufficiently large n and m, q,,,-= qrnr and hence 
lim,,, qnr exists. Then if qr :=lim,,m (P,,~, then q,-=g,+ V,cp, and 
fir< cPr<fsr. 
On the other hand, if T” c T’, then the corresponding solution cps E 
L2(TS) of the equation cps = g, + V,cps, will coincide, as is implied by 
Lemma 3, with the restriction of qr on the interval T. 
Now let 1+9 be another real function defined in T whose restriction er, on 
every finite interval Tr, is bounded and belongs to L,(Tr), and 
1+9~=g,+ V,$,. Since Tigris bounded, then h(ll/,(.))=h,(+,(.)) for all suf- 
ficiently large n and hence $r(x) = gr(x) + jib”) K(x, y) h,($,( y)) dp(y). 
For all sufficiently large n, (Pi also satisfies the same equation and since h, 
is a Lipschitzian function, then in view of Lemma 3, qr= $r, whence it 
follows that rp = II/. 
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Remark 5. While proving Theorem 9, we actually established that if h 
is a monotonely real function defined in 03, which is Lipschitzian in every 
finite interval and x., f, are two real functions defined in [to, CXI) whose 
restrictions fir, fsr on every finite interval [t,, I) are bounded, they belong 
to L2( [to, I)) and satisfy the inequality fir- V,,f,,<.f,,- V,f,,, then 
f, G.f,’ 
THEOREM 10. Let h be a monotone increasing, continuous real function 
dqfined in [w and let g, f,, f, be such real functions defined in T = [t,, CC ) that 
for their restrictions g,, fir, f,[ on ever?, finite interval T’ = [t,,, r) the 
,following conditions hold: 
1. g,-, .fir> .f,rE UTr). 
2. f,,. and f,, are bounded. 
3. F > 0 exists, such that 
.f,r(-y)- v,fi/-(xl <g(x) 6 g(x) + c jr“’ K(x, y) d/.4)!) 
10 
of&) - ~,f,,.(-~J. 
Then, a real .function cp dtlfined in T exists, such that 
q(x) = g(x) + J”“ K(x, Y) h(cp(sv)) 40~) 
10 
Proof. First note that a sequence of monotone functions exists, such 
that it tends to h on every finite interval, the functions from this sequence 
being Lipschitzian in every similar interval. Indeed, the sequence 
l,,(x) :=n [‘+“‘h(p) dp(J’) 
WY 
consists of monotone functions that are continuously differentiable (since h 
is monotone and continuous) and hence everyone of them is Lipschitzian 
in every finite interval. The fact that the sequence {ln} tends uniformly to h 
on every finite interval is implied by the uniform continuity of h in such 
intervals. It is clear that if h is monotonely increasing, then all the functions 
1, are also increasing. It is not difficult to deduce that one can find a 
monotonely decreasing sequence {h,} of functions, possessing the listed 
properties, convergent o the function h. 
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Now let Tr = [to, r) be an arbitrary finite subinterval of T. Then, con- 
ditions 2 and 3 imply that for all sufficiently large n the inequality 
g,(x) Gf,(x) + jrcxj WY ) kusr(Y)) 44Y) 10 
holds for almost any XE Tr. On the other hand, since h,>h and 
K(x, y) 2 0, then 
fir(x) - j,y K(x, Y) h&-(Y)) 40) 
d j-g-(x) - jfCX) W? Y) w-ii-(Y)) 4(Y) Q gr(x) 10 
for almost every x E Tr. But then, in view of Lemma 3, a unique solution 
(P,,,. E L2( Tr) of the equation 




Moreover, the inequalities 
hold, whence, since r is arbitrary, the inequality f, < f, is implied. 
Since the sequence {A,} is monotonely decreasing, then the sequence 
{qnr} is also monotonely decreasing. Indeed, 
(Pnt w.(X)=gr(X) + jfcx) K(X> Y) k+ I(%+ I(Y)) 44Y) 
r0 
< g,(X) + J’l’l K(x> Y) k(cpn+ I(U)) 44~) 
10 
whence, in view of Lemma 3, (Pi + ,,- < qnP 
Then, since {qnr} is bounded and (A,} tends uniformly to h on T’, then 
in (25) a boundary transition by n can be carried out. Hence, if 
qr := lim,,, qnr, then qr = gr + Vi qr, and the inequalitiesA.r < qr <fsr 
hold. 
Now let Tr c TP = [t,, p), and, besides, 
cp,b) = g,(x) + jt;-r’ K(x, Y) kz(cp,(~)) MY). 
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In view of Lemma 3, the restriction of (P,,~ on T“ will coincide with (P,~,- and 
therefore the restriction of ‘pp on Tr will coincide with qr. Hence 
cp=lim p .I x ‘pp exists and 
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